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Why read?
At our school, reading is at the heart of the
curriculum and we promote this in many
different ways. Reading at home is essential
and will have huge impact on your children’s
learning. Take a look at this poster and
quote, which explain why it is so very
important.

This term, EYFS have been reading…

We have enjoyed these books and many more
during story times. We like finding new words
in the books that we read.

These books inspired the
learning activities in our
classroom.

This term, Year 1 have been reading…
We loved the repetition
for effect in this book.

We have used these beautiful books to help us
with our writing. After reading them, we wrote
our own stories based on the plot.

We have enjoyed
learning and reciting
poems.

We have shared
these books at
story time.

This term, Year 2 have been reading…
We thought this book was hilarious!

We have used these beautiful
books to help us with our writing.
After reading them, we wrote our
own stories based on the plot.

We have enjoyed these brilliant
books in our story times.

We loved the colourful illustrations
in this book!

This term, Year 3 have been reading…
We enjoyed reading
these brilliant books
in our English lessons,
to inspire our writing.

In Whole Class Reading
lessons, we have
practised using expression
for different characters.

During History lessons, we
have read lots of interesting
non-fiction texts.

Story time is our
favourite time of
the day.

This term, Year 4 have been reading…
Bike Boy and Journey
were used to help the
children develop as
writers. Journey was a
picture book that
inspired some excellent
description sentences.
Books we read for
pleasure in Year 4.
We have been reading
these novels as a whole
class. The children
enjoyed thinking about
the wishes they would
make in the Queen’s
nose.

Our Book Recommendations
Fancy reading something new? Why not try one of
these books? We think you will enjoy them!

This award winning story isn’t just funny.
It’s key message incredibly poignant. A
perfect bedtime story for 4-7 year olds.

A fun, thrilling mystery story,
perfect for age 8+.

These fantastic, festive books would
make excellent Christmas presents!

This is our Blue Planet: A beautiful blue
marble suspended in a sea of stars. Dive
into these incredible stories from BBC Blue
Planet II. Suitable for all.

This fantasy, adventure story is
the first book in a series. Perfect
for readers age 8+.

Over the holidays,
why not have a go
at these 12 fun
reading challenges!

You could take a photo of
yourself completing one of
the challenges and share it
with your teachers! We
would love to see them!
Email your photos to:
office@fernfirst.dorset.sch.uk

Online Resources to try….
• BookTrust have a YouTube channel. Not only can you watch and
listen to stories but there are also author and illustrator interviews
with tips for budding writers and artists.
https://www.youtube.com/user/Booktrust/featured
• Storyline Online have over 50 stories to listen to. Which is your
favourite? https://www.storylineonline.net/
• Lovereading4kids has lots of best seller lists and many books have an
extract to read so children can decide if they think they will like the
book before you commit to buy. https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk

Have a lovely holiday!
Stay safe and keep reading…

